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Efficient Rate Conversion Filtering on GPUs with Shared Memory Access Pattern Scrambling



Mrugesh Gajjar Siemens Medical Solutions, Ultrasound Business Unit Mountain View, USA [email protected]



Abstract—Sampling rate conversion is a fundamental operation arising in signal processing applications. When rate conversion is implemented along with convolution filtering on GPGPU architectures, a typical optimized implementation results in performance loss for specific sampling factors due to interaction with the shared memory bank architecture of the GPU. We investigate the problem and find that it is possible to devise generic algorithmic modifications so as to avoid the shared memory bank conflicts causing the performance loss. Specifically, we propose two techniques to perform the convolution operation in a scrambled manner on adjacent threads, often increasing the computational overhead yet mitigating the significant performance losses due to bank conflicts. Using the examples of 2D image and 1D audio signals for 1D downsampling by an integer factor, we evaluate our techniques across five GPGPU architectures and show improved and consistent rate conversion performance across all downsampling factors resulting in speedups up to 4.15. Keywords-Rate conversion filtering, Dot product, Image resampling, Shared memory, GPGPU



I. I NTRODUCTION With the advent of SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) languages such as CUDA [1], [2] and OpenCL [3], Graphics Processing Units (GPU) are increasingly applied for general purpose computation. GPUs are finding their way into mainstream products in industry as they are applied to solve data and thread parallel problems in a performance and power efficient manner. Specifically, GPUs are used to speed up computations in domains such as scientific computing, computer vision, image processing, audio and speech signal processing and medical imaging. In this work, we explore GPU performance for image and audio downsampling [4] computation in one dimension (1D). We first outline a typical implementation of 1D downsampling by an integer factor. The downsampling computation is typically implemented along with convolution filtering to avoid aliasing. We measure and analyze its performance on Intel HD4000, AMD W5100 and three NVIDIA GPUS from each of their architectures viz, Fermi [5], Kepler [6] and Maxwell [7]. We observe that performance degrades drastically for certain even downsampling factors across all GPUs. This occurs because of shared memory bank conflicts when multiple threads in a warp [1] read equally spaced locations and the spacing is dependent on the downsampling factor itself. Using the fact that the convolution (dot product) can be summed in any order, we propose algorithms to perform this dot product in a scrambled manner across threads avoiding the bank conflicts. Specifically, we propose two scrambling schemes namely Modulo (%) Scrambling and Permutation Scrambling. In both, we are introducing additional computation in the convolution loop to compute the scrambling pattern. Hence, our GPU algorithms are tailored towards certain architecture specific performance considerations such as, time consuming modulo (%) operation, slower
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divergent constant memory accesses within the warp, and costly branch execution. For example, simpler access pattern striding schemes (Modulo (%) Scrambling) that delivered performance improvements on Intel and AMD GPU architectures, resulted in performance loss on NVIDIA architectures because avoiding bank conflicts in shared memory, resulted in slowdowns in constant memory reads for filter coefficients. Then, we developed a technique (Permutation Scrambling) that avoids shared memory bank conflicts while maintaining the constant memory read performance. This leads to increased code and computation in the convolution loop but delivers significant overall speedups up to 4.15. Memory bank conflicts is a well researched problem in vector processors and supercomputers [8]. The focus has been on design of hardware [9] and software based data layout and storage schemes [10], [11] to avoid bank conflicts. The problem received renewed attention with the introduction of programmer managed GPU shared memory with banked structure [12]. A new GPU pipeline design along with a bank conflict aware warp-scheduling scheme was proposed in [13]. A GPU based efficient implementation of arbitrarily resampling polyphase filters was discussed in [14], but they do not discuss bank conflicts as they focus on throughput for multiple channels. In this work, we do not we modify the data layout of our input and output arrays but we exploit the computational structure of the convolution filtering operation to modify the algorithm and avoid the bank conflicts. In Figure 1, we show filtering along the X dimension in an image with 7 filter coefficients and downsampling by factor 13 . Without loss of generality we assume image pixels and filter coefficients are floating point values. We see that each output pixel value is a dot product between 7 filter coefficients and the input pixels in the filtering range. As the number of filter coefficients are larger



Algorithm 1 DOWNSAMPLE KERNEL {T is number of filter taps} {DF is downsampling factor} index ← local thread id × DF sum ← 0 for k = 0 to T − 1 do sum ← sum + sh input[k + index] × c[k] end for output[global thread id] ← sum



bandwidth if the DF is relatively prime with the number of shared memory banks. Figure 2 shows the bank conflicts resulting when downsampling factor 8 interacts with 32 banked shared memory, reducing shared memory bandwidth by the common factor 8.
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than the downsampling factor (DF), the filtering ranges for adjacent output pixels overlap. Below we outline a typical implementation of this algorithm on a GPGPU based system. We use CUDA terminology but it is equally applicable to OpenCL.



Shared Memory Bank conflicts



A. Image downsampling in 1D: a typical implementation on GPU In a typical implementation each thread will compute one output pixel and hence will perform the dot product (convolution sum) over the filtering range as illustrated in Figure 1. It is convenient to use 1D blocks of size BLOCK SIZE along the X dimension. Let OUTXSIZE and YSIZE be the width and the height of the output image. Then the grid size will be (OUTXSIZE/BLOCK SIZE, YSIZE). As adjacent threads read overlapping regions of input, we can load the part of the row required by all threads in a block to the shared memory followed by a syncthreads() operation. Then all the threads in block can read from the shared memory while computing the dot product. Hence, we avoid high latency reads from the device memory. Algorithm 1 shows an outline of such a downsampling kernel. Here local thread id is a thread id within a block and global thread id is a unique thread id calculated from block id and grid id. For brevity, we have not shown global memory reads of input data into shared memory array (sh input) and the syncthreads() operation.



Figure 2. Shared memory accesses in a warp with NB=32 and DF=8 for Algorithm 1
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II. T HE SHARED MEMORY BANK CONFLICT PROBLEM AND ACCESS PATTERN SCRAMBLING



With the kernel in Algorithm 1 all threads in a warp will execute the body of the loop in lockstep manner. We see that each thread loads a value for input from shared memory and a value for filter coefficient from (possibly) constant memory. Here the adjacent threads do not load consecutive values from shared memory. The shared memory is accessed in strided manner with stride equal to the downsampling factor. The shared memory in GPUs are organized in banks to increase the effective bandwidth. However, it is necessary to access these banks in coalesced manner, otherwise there will be bank conflicts. The number of coalescing patterns supported by shared memory is very limited compared to more flexible patterns allowed by the global memory. Typically, if all threads access the same location from the shared memory it results in a fast access due to a broadcast. E.g., assuming that the constant memory has similar organization to shared memory or the constant memory is one part of the shared memory, the reading of filter coefficient will result in fast access as all threads are reading same location at each instruction. However, for the sh input array, the accesses will lead to bank conflicts if the number of shared memory banks shares a common factor with the DF. The bandwidth utilization will be reduced by the common factor. In other words, the code in Algorithm 1 can only utilize full shared memory



Figure 3. Shared memory accesses in a warp with NB=32 and DF=8 for Algorithm 2



Algorithm 2 SCRAMBLING MODULO KERNEL {T is number of filter taps} {NB is number of shared memory banks} {DF is downsampling factor} index ← local thread id × DF sum ← 0 for k = 0 to T − 1 do strided k ← (k + local thread id)%T sum ← sum + sh input[strided k + index] × c[strided k] end for output[global thread id] ← sum



A. Modulo (%) Scrambling We can solve this problem by implementing the dot product in a strided manner across threads as shown in Algorithm 2. The dot product is essentially a weighted sum, where the order of performing the sum over elements of array does not change the



result (as summation is commutative and associative operation). We can exploit this property by starting the dot product loop in different threads at different array indices. E.g., if the number of shared memory banks is 8 and the DF is also 8, then all accesses to sh input will result in bank conflict on a single bank. But if the i’th thread starts computing the dot product at the i’th element, then accesses to shared memory become perfectly coalesced and there is no bank conflict. Another way to look at this idea is that it works as if we made the DF 9, by adding the thread id to the array element index. As 9 is relatively prime to 8, we don’t have any bank conflicts as seen in Figure 3. Any odd number is relatively prime to a power of two and all even numbers are relatively non-prime to a power of two. Therefore, all even DFs will result in bank conflicts in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 works as if we have incremented DF by 1; hence making it an odd number. Thus Algorithm 2 will work without any bank conflict for number of banks which is a power of 2 and DF even. In practice, all the GPUs have NB which is a power of two; hence the above solution will suffice. Algorithm 3 SCRAMBLING AVOID MODULO KERNEL {Avoid % operator within loop} {T is number of filter taps} index ← local thread id × DF pre offset ← local thread id%T sum ← 0 for k = 0 to T − 1 do strided k ← k + pre offset if strided k ≥ T then strided k ← strided k − T end if sum ← sum + sh input[strided k + index] × c[strided k] end for output[global thread id] ← sum 1) Avoiding modulo operator (%) within the loop: On some GPUs where a special function unit is not available, the modulo (%) operator can be a time consuming operation. In Algorithm 2, the dot product loop contains a potentially costly % T operation. We can move the % operation outside the loop as shown in Algorithm 3. However, by doing so we have introduced an IF condition inside the convolution loop and some GPU architectures may not have efficient predicated execution. Algorithm 4 shows an equivalent implementation avoiding the IF condition in the loop. B. Permutation Scrambling: efficient implementation with constant memory for filter coefficients As demonstrated in earlier sections, in Algorithm 1, the shared memory array accesses can lead to bank conflicts, but the accesses to coefficient array c do not lead to bank conflicts. In typical hardware implementations of GPU constant memory, the access is fastest if all the threads access an identical location. This is because a value can be broadcast to all the threads. However, while avoiding the shared memory bank conflicts as shown in Algorithm 2, we have changed the access pattern of the coefficients. This access pattern is still coalesced as adjacent threads access adjacent coefficients. However, for some GPUs such as NVIDIA [1],



Algorithm 4 SCRAMBLING AVOID MODULO IF KERNEL {Avoid IF statement in the loop} {T is number of filter taps} index ← local thread id × DF pre offset ← local thread id%T sum ← 0 for k = 0 to T − pre offset − 1 do strided k ← k + pre offset sum ← sum + sh input[strided k + index] × c[strided k] end for for k = T − pre offset to T do strided k ← k + pre offset − T sum ← sum + sh input[strided k + index] × c[strided k] end for output[global thread id] ← sum
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Figure 4. An example of shared memory bank locations accessed within a warp as execution progresses



constant memory accesses are faster when all threads access the same location. On such GPUs, this change in constant memory access pattern, may nullify the advantage gained due to avoiding shared memory bank conflicts. In Algorithm 5, we show a specific solution to this problem, where we also avoid the % operator simultaneously. This solution is specifically for NVIDIA architectures where a group of 32 threads (warp) are executed simultaneously as one instruction stream. The algorithm works as follows. First the filtering loop is manually unrolled 8 times and the coefficients are loaded sequentially so all threads access the same address in constant memory. Then, while loading the input from shared memory we apply strided access patterns. For this, 32 threads are divided into 4 groups using their thread id. Each group will have its own pattern for loading input elements. This is achieved via index calculation using the XOR operation with the group id. At the end, while calculating the sum, we select the appropriate partial sum corresponding to the group id. As the threads in a warp are divided here among 4 groups and each group accesses shared memory with its own scrambled access pattern (Figure 4), we improve the shared memory bandwidth by a factor of 4. III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS We evaluated performance of three different downsampling tasks. (i) Image downsampling in the X direction with fixed output XSIZE. In this case we vary the input XSIZE in steps of 16 and automatically determine the required rational downsampling factor (DF) to maintain the output XSIZE to ∼320. Here the number of downsampling filter taps T = 4 × DF + 1. (ii) Fixed size



image (4096×256) where each sample is a float4 vector. A float4 vector can represent a velocity field components (magnitude and direction in 3D). We downsample this image in the X direction while varying downsampling factors from 2 to 16. Here, T = 4 × DF + 1. (iii) Fixed size audio (4M samples) where each sample is a float. We downsample this audio signal while varying downsampling factors from 2 to 16. Here, T = 10 × DF. We measure the kernel performance in mega samples per second with respect to the number of samples in the input image/audio. Each result is an average of 200 kernel executions. A. Modulo (%) Scrambling We present results of Modulo (%) Scrambling on Intel HD4000 integrated GPU and AMD FirePro W5100 GPU. For Modulo (%) Scrambling, we have increasingly efficient three versions viz., Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. Algorithm 4 avoids both % operator and IF condition in the convolution loop and results in
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Figure 5. Image downsampling by rational factors on Intel HD4000 integrated GPU, Output XSIZE ∼320 3000
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Figure 6. Image downsampling by rational factors on AMD W5100 GPU, Output XSIZE ∼320



maximum performance improvements. We have implemented our GPU programs using OpenCL for Intel and AMD platforms. 1) Intel HD4000 integrated GPU: Intel HD4000 integrated GPU is part of Intel Core i7 3770 CPU (Ivy Bridge). The HD4000 provides maximum of 25.6 GBPS device memory bandwidth and 294 single precision GFlop/s. It has 16 execution units each 1600 Original Permutation scrambling
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Algorithm 5 PERMUTATION SCRAMBLING KERNEL {T is number of filter taps} {& is bitwise AND, ≫ is bitwise right shift, ⊕ is bitwise XOR and = is comparison operator yielding 1 for true and 0 for false} iweight ← (local thread id&18H) ≫ 2 fweight0 ← 1.0 × (iweight = 0) fweight1 ← 1.0 × (iweight = 2) fweight2 ← 1.0 × (iweight = 4) fweight3 ← 1.0 × (iweight = 6) sum ← 0 for k = 0 to T − 1 in steps of 8 do C0 ← c[k] C1 ← c[k + 1] C2 ← c[k + 2] C3 ← c[k + 3] C4 ← c[k + 4] C5 ← c[k + 5] C6 ← c[k + 6] C7 ← c[k + 7] index ← local thread id × DF n ← k + index X0 ← sh input[n + (0 ⊕ iweight)] X1 ← sh input[n + (1 ⊕ iweight)] X2 ← sh input[n + (2 ⊕ iweight)] X3 ← sh input[n + (3 ⊕ iweight)] X4 ← sh input[n + (4 ⊕ iweight)] X5 ← sh input[n + (5 ⊕ iweight)] X6 ← sh input[n + (6 ⊕ iweight)] X7 ← sh input[n + (7 ⊕ iweight)] sum ← sum+ (C0 × X0 + C1 × X1 + C2 × X2 + C3 × X3+ C4 × X4 + C5 × X5 + C6 × X6 + C7 × X7) × fweight0+ (C0 × X2 + C1 × X3 + C2 × X0 + C3 × X1+ C4 × X6 + C5 × X7 + C6 × X4 + C7 × X5) × fweight1+ (C0 × X4 + C1 × X5 + C2 × X6 + C3 × X7+ C4 × X0 + C5 × X1 + C6 × X2 + C7 × X3) × fweight2+ (C0 × X6 + C1 × X7 + C2 × X4 + C3 × X5+ C4 × X2 + C5 × X3 + C6 × X0 + C7 × X1) × fweight3 end for output[global thread id] ← sum
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Figure 7. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro 4000 (Fermi) on 4096 x 256 image of float4 samples



B. Permutation Scrambling The Modulo (%) Scrambling results in slowdowns in NVIDIA GPUs due to divergent constant memory accesses and the costly % operator. For brevity, we have omitted those results. For NVIDIA GPUs we report results using Permutation Scrambling techniques on tasks (ii) and (iii). 5000 Original Permutation scrambling
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Figure 8. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro 4000 (Fermi) on 4194304 float audio samples
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supporting 8 hardware threads. Figure 5 shows the performance measurement of task (i) without scrambling and with scrambling using Algorithm 4. For original version we see three distinct regions of performance drop (for Input XSIZE near 1200, 1800 and 2400) that correspond to DFs 41 , 61 and 18 respectively. As expected, we see the performance drops the most with DF = 81 , followed by 41 and 16 , as they share the common factors 8, 4 and 2 respectively with the number of banks that is a power of two. With scrambling, we effectively bridge those performance gaps. 2) AMD FirePro W5100 GPU: AMD W5100 is a workstation graphics card with 768 stream processors (hardware threads) in 12 compute units that provides 96 GBPS of device memory bandwidth and 1.43 TFlop/s compute capacity. Similarly to the HD4000 GPU, in Figure 6 we see three regions of performance improvement corresponding to downsampling factors 41 , 61 and 81 .
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Figure 10. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro K2000 (Kepler) on 4194304 float audio samples



1) NVIDIA Quadro 4000 (Fermi) GPU: NVIDIA Quadro 4000 is a workstation GPU of Fermi architecture delivering 89.6 GBPS device memory bandwidth, with 256 CUDA cores (hardware threads) and total 486 GFlop/s single precision performance. Figure 7 and 8 show performance of Permutation Scrambling on tasks (ii) and (iii) respectively. Table I also summarizes speedups for various downsampling factors. We see that for the image dataset (task (ii)) the Fermi GPU performance improves for all even downsampling factors (with speedups ranging from 1.18x to 2.51x). For the audio dataset the performance only improves for DFs that share higher factors with the number of banks (which is 32). According to our analysis earlier, bandwidth loss factor due to bank conflicts is same as the common factor between DF and the number of banks. Therefore, we expect to get better performance improvement for such DFs. This pattern is common across all three architectures and both the tasks as seen in Table I. For Fermi, for DFs that share a factor of 2, the computational overhead of Permutation Scrambling becomes greater than the performance gained by the bank conflict free operation and we see some slowdowns for DF = 2, 6, 10. 2) NVIDIA Quadro K2000 (Kepler) GPU: NVIDIA Quadro K2000 is a workstation GPU of Kepler architecture having 384 CUDA cores with maximum memory bandwidth of 96 GBPS. Figure 9 and 10 show the performance of Permutation Scrambling on tasks (ii) and (iii) respectively. Permutation Scrambling leads to performance improvement for all even downsampling factors (with speedups ranging from 1.10x to 2.66x). For task (ii), as the sample size is float4 and as the DF increases performance decreases as the kernel becomes compute bound. In that case we can also see that the performance decrease for even downsampling factors is not as pronounced compared to the task (iii) where each sample is a float.
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Figure 9. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro K2000 (Kepler) on 4096 x 256 image of float4 samples



3) NVIDIA Quadro K2200 (Maxwell) GPU: NVIDIA Quadro K2200 is a workstation GPU of Maxwell architecture having 640 CUDA cores with maximum memory bandwidth of 80 GBPS. Figure 11 and 12 show performance of Permutation Scrambling on tasks (ii) and (iii) respectively. Permutation Scrambling leads to performance improvement for all even downsampling factors except DF=14 for task (ii). The speedups range from 1.01x to 4.15x. Similar to Kepler, we observe the performance for task (ii)
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16



4096 × 256 image, float4 Quadro Quadro Quadro 4000 K2000 K2200 (Fermi) (Kepler) (Maxwell) 1.30 1.10 1.02 2.15 1.40 1.54 1.32 1.28 1.08 2.51 1.68 1.65 1.21 1.22 1.01 1.53 2.10 1.22 1.18 1.30 0.97 2.00 2.63 1.25



4194304 × 1 audio, float Quadro Quadro Quadro 4000 K2000 K2200 (Fermi) (Kepler) (Maxwell) 0.84 1.35 1.11 1.07 1.79 1.53 0.90 1.48 1.19 1.77 2.25 2.73 0.92 1.30 1.27 1.22 1.89 1.68 1.01 1.27 1.18 2.95 2.66 4.15



Table I S PEEDUP FACTORS AND DF ON NVIDIA GPU S WITH P ERMUTATION S CRAMBLING



IV. C ONCLUSION We explore the shared memory bank conflict problem arising in typically optimized rate conversion filtering implementations on GPUs. We find that if the number of banks shares a factor with the downsampling factor, there will be bank conflicts. This is the case for all even downsampling factors and for bank counts which are powers of two. To avoid this, we compute the convolution sum for different threads in a warp in scrambled orders, hence scrambling the shared memory access patterns and utilizing the full memory bandwidth. Our techniques demonstrate that it is possible to exploit the computational structure of the problem to result in significant performance gains on broad range of GPU architectures. R EFERENCES



decrease as DF increases but it is not as pronounced as Kepler. However, for Maxwell task (ii) speedups are lower compared to Fermi and Kepler both. On both Fermi and Maxwell architectures we see speedups peak at DF = 8 instead of 16. This may be because of the fact that when adjacent threads read in units of float4 it works as if the downsampling factor has been multiplied by 4 as the accesses will spread 4 times wider.
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Figure 11. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro K2200 (Maxwell) on 4096 x 256 image of float4 samples
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Figure 12. Performance of Permutation Scrambling on NVIDIA Quadro K2200 (Maxwell) on 4194304 float audio samples
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